Attachment 5. Language Acknowledging Doctrine of Administrative Finality.

A. **Timber Sale Advertisement or Notice of Decision for Newspaper Publication**
The original [insert project name] Timber Sale notice was released on [insert date], followed by a 15-day protest period as required by 43 CFR § 5003.3. The principle of administrative finality precludes any further protest of the original [insert project name] Timber Sale. There have been no changes to the reoffered component of [insert project name] Timber Sale being offered for sale here. Consequently, there is no new protest opportunity, and this decision is effective immediately.

B. **Decision Rationale following Additional NEPA Analysis**
The principle of administrative finality precludes any further protest of the original [insert date] [insert project name] Decision and the findings contained therein. Consequently, any further protest is specifically limited to the issues addressed in this [insert project name] Addendum Decision (i.e. list issues addressed).